Mr. & Mrs. "C"
A Complimentary Cross Stitch Design by Brooke Nolan

Needed to complete both portraits: 14 ct. Red Aida cloth; DMC floss; #24 tapestry needle.

Each finished portrait size is approximately 2 1/4” x 3 1/4”

Using 2 strands of floss over 1 thread, cross stitch and then back stitch the designs on Aida cloth as charted.

Frame or finish as desired.

Alternate Use: Stitch motifs on perforated paper or plastic to make ornaments or magnets.
Mr. & Mrs. "C"
A Complimentary Cross Stitch Design by Brooke Nolan

Legend: DMC
- 948 peach - vy lt
+ 754 peach - lt
P 3713 salmon - vy lt
5 3064 desert sand
P 3772 desert sand - vy dk

Backstitches: DMC
- 3772 desert sand - vy dk
- 801 coffee brown - dk
- 5282 metallic gold
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